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The source of Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs) remains one of the greatest mysteries

in astrophysics. Their possible source can be the galactic nuclei, where the ultra-high gravity region

plays a crucial role. Cosmic rays are extremely energetic particles that travel through space with

energies exceeding 1020eV , but their origin is still a mystery despite years of studies and observations.

In view of this, in this work, we studied the Joshi-Malafarina-Narayan (JMN-1) naked singularity

as a natural particle accelerator. We derived the necessary expressions to find center of mass energy

when two particles collide. We have obtained results showing that center of mass energy of the two

particles will reach to Planck energy scale. This will form a microscopic black hole which will decay

in Hawking radiation, having energy on the order of 1026eV from the ultra-high gravity region of

Sgr A*. These outgoing highly energetic particles from the naked singularity could be the possible

sources of UHECRs.

Key words: Ultra-compact objects, Naked singularity, Black holes, Particle acceleration, Cosmic

rays, Hawking radiation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent investigations have shown that a significant

number of events have been observed so far that exceed

1019eV energy scale [1]. However, there are no evidences

of the predicted Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) cutoff

[2]. The GZK cutoff is a feature of high-energy cosmic

rays, which are charged particles that originate from

far-off astrophysical sources and are propelled to ex-

ceptionally high energies. As these cosmic rays travel

through the universe, they interact with photons of

the cosmic microwave background radiation, which is a

relic radiation left over from the Big Bang [3]. These

interactions can cause the cosmic rays to lose energy,

particularly at very high energies. The GZK cutoff is the

energy threshold above which cosmic rays are expected

to be strongly attenuated due to these interactions [4].

The absence of the GZK cutoff is surprising as it should
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be present if the ultra-high energy particles are from

extra-galactic sources. Cosmic ray protons with ener-

gies above a few 1019eV lose energy through photopion

production off the cosmic microwave background (CMB)

and cannot originate beyond 50 Mpc from the Earth [2].

This motivates us to study the UHECRs production phe-

nomena within 50 Mpc.

The first feature, known as the pair-production dip, is a

relatively weak signal from tesulting from the pair pro-

duction process and can be expressed as

p+ γCMB −→ e+ + e− + p. (1)

The second feature is a pronounced steepening of the

spectrum, known as the GZK cutoff, which is caused by

pion photo-production and is expressed as:

p+ γCMB −→ π + p. (2)

The existence of ultra-compact objects such as black

holes, naked singularities, gravastars and many others

are yet to be proven observationally. On the other hand,

it is known about the visible and hidden singularities

that might form from the continuous gravitational

collapse [5–13]. Regarding the observational aspects,

the recent findings of the Event Horizon Telescope

(EHT) suggest that JMN-1 naked singularity is the best
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Schwarzschild black hole mimicker [14]. The study of

accretion discs, shadow properties, tidal forces, gravi-

tational lensing, energy extractions, timelike and null

geodesics around such compact objects are eisxplored in

various literature [15–61].

The collision of Ultra-high energy particles near the

ultra-compact object through particle acceleration can

be one of the most prominent sources of these cosmic

rays. Therefore, in this paper, we aim to explore

the mechanisms behind particle acceleration in the

vicinity of ultra-compact objects. In particular, we focus

on timelike geodesics to understand the acceleration

process. Our approach does not consider the role of

radiation or fields in the acceleration process, allowing

us to isolate and analyze the effect of geodesic motions

on particle acceleration.

Several papers have shown the particle acceleration

phenomena around ultra-compact objects. In [62],

authors conclude that for Sgr A*, the collisional energy

of two particles can reach up to 103 TeV . Further-

more, particle acceleration in Schwarzschild and Kerr

black holes has been shown [63]. The study of Janis-

Newman-Winicour, Resinner-Nordstrom and Kerr naked

singularities as particle accelerators are discussed in

[64–66]. Due to the high gravity region, ultra-compact

objects can accelerate the particles up to the Planck

scale physics as shown in [67].

Initially, the phenomenon of particle collisions around

black holes was known as the Banados-Silk-West effect.

However, this effect required many finely-tuned scenarios

for the collision of particles to release energy, which

makes it less appealing as a mechanism for explaining

high-energy astrophysical phenomena. Following this,

authors in [64–66] studied the particle acceleration

process in the vicinity of the naked singularity which

requires less fine tuning for the possibility of high energy

collisions of particles.

Thus, in this work, we consider particle acceleration

as a potential mechanism to explain the high energy

phenomena by considering the collision of particles in

the vicinity of JMN-1 naked singularity. We investigate

the behaviour of energy of colliding particles in the

centre of mass frame (ECM ) with respect to radial

distance as well as for the angular momenta of two

particles. Further, we also derive the numerical value of

the centre of mass energy (ECM ) by considering JMN-1

naked singularity at the milky-way galactic center.

This paper is organised as follows: The JMN-1 ge-

ometry is discussed in section (II). The geodesic motion

of a particle and the center of mass energy around the

JMN-1 naked singularity are derived in section (III). In

the section (IV), we try to explain the possibility of for-

mation of microscopic black holes. This possibility is

described with a detailed discussion of Planck scale en-

ergy and Hawking radiation for the high center of mass

energy coming from the particle collision. After that,

the energy of outgoing particles is discussed in section

(IV A). Finally, we conclude and discuss the results of

this work in section (V). Only when necessary, we de-

fined the gravitational constant (G) and speed of light

(c) values, otherwise defined as the geometrized units.

The signature of the metric is considered as (-,+,+,+).

II. JOSHI–MALAFARINA–NARAYAN (JMN-1)

SPACETIME

The very first model of gravitational collapse of a

spherically symmetric and homogeneous dust cloud was

proposed by Oppenheimer, Snyder, and Dutt, (OSD)

which indeed indicates the formation of a black hole as

an end state [68]. In this OSD model of gravitational

collapse, trapped surfaces form around the centre before

the formation of the central space-like singularity. As a

result, the central singularity is causally disconnected

from other points of spacetime, indicating the presence

of a horizon in the spacetime structure. However, the

OSD model assumes homogeneous density and zero

pressure within the massive collapsing star. Thus it is

considered to be an idealistic scenario of gravitational

collapse. Despite the fact that of Cosmic Censorship

Conjecture (CCC) by Roger Penrose, several investiga-

tions have been carried out to understand the process of

gravitational collapse in more realistic physical scenar-

ios, including the inhomogeneous distribution of matter

in the collapsing cloud and non-zero pressure profiles [13].

When an inhomogeneous matter cloud was considered

i.e. higher density at the centre which represents a more
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realistic physical condition, studies suggested that an

end state can be locally or globally visible strong curva-

ture singularity following certain equilibrium conditions

[9, 69]. In [13], authors have extensively studied equi-

librium configurations of the collapsing cloud under the

influence of gravity with zero radial pressure and non-

zero tangential pressure i.e. presence of an-isotropic fluid.

Non-zero tangential pressure can prevent the formation

of trapped surfaces around the central region. An end

state of a massive star under such conditions can lead

to the formation of JMN-1 naked singularity. The line

element of the JMN-1 naked singularity spacetime is,

ds2 = −(1−M0)
( r

Rb

) M0
1−M0

dt2 +
1

(1−M0)
dr2 + r2dΩ2,

(3)

where, dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2. M0 and Rb are positive

constants. M0 can have any value within the range

0 < M0 < 1. Rb is the radius of matter distributed

around the central singularity.

The spacetime metric is modelled by considering a

high-density compact region in a vacuum, which means

that the spacetime configuration should be asymptoti-

cally flat. For this purpose, the JMN-1 spacetime is

matched with an exterior Schwarzschild spacetime at

r = Rb radius. The line element of this exterior space-

time can be written as,

ds2 = −
(

1− M0Rb
r

)
dt2 +

dr2(
1− M0Rb

r

) + r2dΩ2, (4)

where, Schwarzschild radius is Rs = M0Rb and the

Schwarzschild mass is given by, M = M0Rb

2 . Now for

matching of two spacetimes, there are two junction con-

ditions which suggest that (i) extrinsic curvatures of

both spacetimes should smoothly match at a null hyper-

surface and (ii) induced metrics of exterior and inte-

rior geometries be equivalent on the hyper-surface where

matching is considered. Since the radial pressure is zero

in JMN-1 naked singularity spacetime, the extrinsic cur-

vatures of the interior JMN-1 spacetime and the exterior

Schwarzschild spacetime are smoothly match at r = Rb.

It is also important to note that all the energy condi-

tions are satisfied in the above spacetime structure. In

the next section (III), we consider collisions of particles in

the vicinity of the above discussed compact object with

a central high-density region of JMN-1 spacetime and

outer Schwarzschild metric.

III. PARTICLE ACCELERATION NEAR A

JMN-1 NAKED SINGULARITY

In this section, we describe the mechanism of particle

acceleration by investigating collisions of particles near

the central singularity of JMN-1 spacetime. We first

consider the geodesic motion of colliding particles with

turning points and derive the expression of center of mass

energy. For this, we also study the allowed values of met-

ric parameter M0 for which energy collisions are possible

because of the existence of turning points.

A. Geodesic motions

We first describe the motion of the massive particles

of mass m moving with the four velocities Uµ in time-

like geodesics in the JMN-1 spacetime. For simplicity,

we consider that particles move in an equatorial plane

(θ = π/2), which suggests that Uθ = 0. The equations

of motion of particles can be written by using constants

of motion, i.e. conserved energy and conserved angular

momentum per unit mass of the particle. From these

constants of motion, the expressions of four velocity are

written as,

ut =
e

(1−M0)
(
r
Rb

) M0
1−M0

, (5)

uφ =
L

r2
. (6)

The radial component of the four velocity can be written

as follows using the normalization condition uµuµ = −1,

ur = ±
[
e2− 1

2

(
(1 − Mo)

(
r

Rb

) Mo
1 − Mo

(
1+

L2

r2

)
−1

)] 1
2

,

(7)

Here ± represents the motion of particle in radial out-

ward and inward directions, respectively. from which one

can write the effective potential and total energy as,

(ur)2 + Veff (r) = E, (8)

where E = e2−1
2 is the total energy and Veff (r) is the

effective potential as a function of the radial coordinate

for a massive particle which can be expressed as,

Veff (r) =
1

2

[
(1 − Mo)

(
r

Rb

) Mo
1 − Mo

(
1+

L2

r2

)
−1

]
. (9)
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Now we consider a scenario where non-relativistic parti-

cles at infinity fall inward under the influence of gravity

near the JMN-1 naked singularity. However, the exterior

region of the JMN-1 naked singularity is represented by

the Schwarzschild metric. Thus it is important to con-

sider equations of motion for the exterior Schwarzschild

metric as it is considered that colliding particles are com-

ing from infinity. The expressions of four velocity of a test

particle using constants of motion can be written as,

ut =
e(

1− M0Rb

r

) , (10)

uφ =
L

r2
. (11)

Using the normalization condition uµuµ = −1 for time-

like geodesics, the radial component of the four velocity

in exterior Schwarzschild geometry can be written as,

(ur)2 =

[
e2 − 1

2

[(
1− M0Rb

r

)(
1 +

L2

r2

)
− 1

]]
, (12)

and the expression of an effective potential for

Schwarzschild spacetime is,

Veff (r) =
1

2

[(
1− M0Rb

r

)(
1 +

L2

r2

)
− 1

]
. (13)

Now for particles at infinity, as r →∞, Ur → 0, the con-

served energy per unit rest mass of the particles should

be e = 1. Since total energy of the particle is E = e2−1
2 ,

E = 0 and hence the radial component of the four veloc-

ity can be written as,

(Ur)2 =

[
1−

(
1− M0Rb

r

)(
1 +

L2

r2

)]
, (14)

In general for high energy collisions, the process must

happen near the central singularity so high gravitational

effects can be considered. For this, one of the particles

must turn back before it reaches near the singularity.

For a particle to turn back at any given radial distance

r, Ur = 0 and E = 1. From which one can write the ex-

pression of required angular momentum L for the particle

to turn back at r in the exterior Schwarzschild geometry,

L = ±
(

rM0Rb
r −M0Rb

) 1
2

. (15)

However to consider the maximum energy extraction

from the collision of particles, one needs to consider this

phenomenon of collisions near singularity. Since the cen-

tral high-density region is represented by JMN-1 space-

time metric, we consider the collision of particles within

this spacetime. Here again, it is considered that particles

must turn back before it reaches the singularity as shown

in Fig. (2). In this geometry, for a particle to turn back

at any given radial distance, Ur = 0 and E = 1. The

expression of required angular momentum L for the par-

ticle to turn back at any radial distance r in the JMN-1

spacetime can be written as,

L = ±

 R
M0

1−M0
0

(1−M0) r
M0

1−M0

− 1

−
1
2

. (16)

The plot of the above expression is shown in Fig. 1(b).

It represents the variation in angular momentum for par-

ticle to turn back at any radial distance with respect to

radius in JMN-1 geometry for different values of M0 pa-

rameter between 1/2 < M0 < 3/4. Other values of

M0 are not considered because there does not exist any

turning points for the corresponding values. It should

be noted that for M0 < 1/2, the radius at which the

collision would take place is greater than the boundary

radius Rb. Since the minima in the graph of L → r is

outside the boundary radius for JMN-1 metric which is

not possible. While for M0 > 2/3, the radius at which

we get the minimum angular momentum which is imagi-

nary. This can also be seen from the corresponding lines

representing the angular momentum of a particle with

respect to distance r that there are no minima in the an-

gular momentum plot for M0 = 0.7, 0.75, which suggest

that the particle does not turn back at any value of ra-

dial distance and hence collision is not possible. Thus the

particle collisions need to be considered only between the

range 1/2 ≤ M0 ≤ 2/3. Corresponding to these values

of M0, the radial distance at which the collisions would

occur can be found using eq.(16), which is r = 4.00M

for M0 = 0.50, r = 3.23M for M0 = 0.55, r = 2.43M

for M0 = 0.60, and r = 1.31M for M0 = 0.65. Here, M

is the mass of the central compact object. For the case

of M0 <
1
2 , the radius at which turning occurs outside

the boundary radius Rb and for M0 >
2
3 the particle will

plunge inside the singularity.

Now the range of possible values of angular momen-

tum for the collision to occur is known. Using this infor-

mation, we can find out energy particles after the colli-
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(a)M0 = 0.55, Rb = 3.64, L1= 4.05, L2= -4.05.
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(b)The bar on right side of the figure represents the different

values of parameter M0.

FIG. 1. The change in Ecm for the radial distance is shown in Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) shows the change in angular momentum

(L(r)) of a particle with respect to the radial distance (r).

FIG. 2. The figure shows that particle 1 is turned at a turning

point and collides head-on with particle 2 at a radial distance

of r = 3.2M from the singularity, corresponding to M0 = 0.55

case. Here rmax and rmin are the maximum and minimum

possible radius for the turning point.

sion. However, since the collision is taking place in curved

spacetime, there is no fixed coordinate system or refer-

ence frame for which the energy of the particles can be

defined. Thus we consider a centre of mass frame of two

particles as a reference frame for this purpose.

B. Center of mass energy in JMN-1 naked

singularity

To define the center of mass energy of colliding parti-

cles, we first consider a general curved spacetime defined

by gµν . In this spacetime, we can consider any arbitrary

point as a lab frame where the spacetime can be consid-

ered to be locally flat and has a form of Minkowski metric.

The local lab frame can be described by basis vectors êa

for which êaêb = ηab. Here for any given basis, the co-

ordinate basis can be written as ~eµ = eaµêa. Now if the

curved spacetime metric gµν is given, then the matrix eaµ
can be uniquely defined and thus, from the information

about the world-line history xµ(τ) and four velocity uµ,

three velocity of any particle in that local lab frame can

be written as,

v(i) =
e
(i)
µ uµ

e
(0)
µ uµ

, (17)

The energy of center of mass in this frame can be ex-

pressed as,

E2
cm = 2m2

(
1− ηµνuµ(1)u

ν
(2)

) 1
2

. (18)

The above equation can be written for a generally curved

spacetime metric from gµν = eaµe
b
νηab as,

E2
cm = 2m2

(
1− gµνuµ(1)u

ν
(2)

) 1
2

. (19)

Now we can use the above equation for exterior

Schwarzschild metric and get the following expression of

center of mass energy,
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(b)M0 = 0.55, Rb = 3.64.
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(c)M0 = 0.60, Rb = 3.33.
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(d)M0 = 0.65, Rb = 3.08.

FIG. 3. The above figures shows the change in center of mass energy (Ecm) per unit rest mass with respect to the different

angular momentum of two colliding particle. The bar on right side of the figures shows the numerical value of Ecm.

(
E2
cm

2m2

)
SCH

= 1 +
1(

1− M0Rb

r

) − 1(
1− M0Rb

r

)×
(

1−
(

1− M0Rb
r

)(
1 +

L2
1

r2

)) 1
2
(

1−
(

1− M0Rb
r

)(
1 +

L2
2

r2

)) 1
2

− L1L2

r2
. (20)

However, as we consider that the collision could also oc-

cur at r < Rb, we need to find the expression of Ecm for

JMN-1 naked singularity spacetime which can be written

as,
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(
E2
cm

2m2

)
JMN−1

= 1 +
1

(1−M0)
(
r
Rb

) M0
1−M0

− 1

1−M0
×

(
1− (1−M0)

( r

Rb

) M0
1−M0

(
1 +

L2
1

r2

)) 1
2
(

1− (1−M0)
( r

Rb

) M0
1−M0

(
1 +

L2
2

r2

)) 1
2

− L1L2

r2
(21)

From this expression, the energy of both particles after

collision in the JMN-1 geometry from the center of mass

frame can be evaluated.

At first, to understand the behavior of energy of par-

ticle per unit rest mass from center of mass frame of ref-

erence Ecm with radial distance coordinate, we consider

particle collision for M0 = 0.55 (which is in the range of

values of M0 for which particle collision can be consid-

ered as the turning point exists at r < Rb) and get the

Fig. 1(a). The graph shows that as we move away from

the singularity, the energy of particle per unit rest mass

from the center of mass frame of reference decreases.

However, as we have considered earlier, collision does

just take place where the angular momentum of the parti-

cles possess values in a certain range, thus it is important

to see the behavior of Ecm with angular momenta L1 and

L2 of two particles. As stated previously, we can consider

the collision of particles only when 1/2 ≤ M0 ≤ 2/3 for

the corresponding limiting values of angular momentum.

Considering those values, we get plots of energy of two

particles per unit rest mass from the center of mass frame

with angular momenta of two particles L1 and L2 which

can be seen in Fig. (3). From this Fig. (3), one can see

that the energy from center of mass frame is maximum

when both particles possess opposite values of angular

momenta. This is because the head-on collision is tak-

ing place between the particles as they are approaching

each other. The scenario refers to a situation where a

particle is moving towards a singularity and another par-

ticle is moving away from the same singularity. The two

particles collide at the turning point.

Also, for the similar values of angular momenta, which

suggest the collision of two particles moving in the same

direction, Ecm is very small. Furthermore, Ecm is zero

when the magnitude of L1 and L2 is maximum from

the theoretically obtained possible range of angular mo-

menta. Note that as the value of M0 parameter increases,

the maximal Ecm also increases between 1
2 ≤ M0 ≤ 2

3 .

We evaluate the Ecm using Eq.21 and Eq.16 by consider-

ing mass of a neutron as mass m = 1.67×10−27 kg of col-

liding particles and the mass of Sgr A M = 4.1× 106M�

as mass of JMN-1 naked singularity. For the value of pa-

rameter M0 = 0.5, the corresponding value of centre of

mass energy ECM of colliding particles is in the order of

1028eV , which is Planck energy scale.

IV. FORMATION OF MICROSCOPIC BLACK

HOLES

According to the theory of general relativity, all forms

of energy, including momentum, generate gravity. As a

result, it’s believed that gravity will become a significant

factor at very high energies, specifically when the center

of mass energies approach the Planck scale. At Planck

energy, the collision of two particles can even create a

microscopic black hole [71].

The four dimensional Planck scale energy is 1019GeV

or 1028eV . According to hoop conjecture given by Kip

Thorne in 1972, if a large amount of matter and energy,

represented by E, are compressed into a region, and if

a hoop with proper circumference 2πR can fully encircle

this matter in all directions. Then a black hole will form

if the resulting Schwarzschild radius (calculated as Rs =

2GE/c4) is larger than the value of R. The parameters

used in this calculation include Newton’s constant (G)

and the speed of light (c) [71]. Since the energy of the

collision reaches a Planck scale, it can form a microscopic

black hole. However, these microscopic black holes are

not stable as they decay very rapidly through Hawking

radiation [72], [73].

The particles that makeup Hawking radiation are

generated by the intense gravitational forces that exist

around a black hole. These forces are strong enough to

separate virtual particles, which are pairs of particles

constantly popping in and out of existence in empty
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space. When one of these virtual particles is separated

from its partner and falls into the black hole, the other

particle is free to escape and create Hawking radiation.

Thus through Hawking Radiation, these micro black

holes will decay instantaneously [74].

It is generally believed that miniature black holes de-

cay by releasing elementary particles in the form of a

spectrum of energy consistent with that of a black body

[75]. The energy of these particles can be calculated

through Hawking temperature. The energy E of Hawk-

ing radiation is given by

E =
~c3

16πGM
, (22)

where ~ is the reduced Planck constant, c is the speed of

light, and M is the mass of the black hole.

A. Energy of the outgoing particles

The particles that will be coming from the decay of

microscopic black holes are of great interest. The en-

ergy of primary particles coming out of this microscopic

black hole can be obtained using Hawking Temperature,

as mentioned above. Here the mass of the black hole

can be obtained using M = ECM

c2 . Since the ECM is

equal to the Planck energy, the mass of the microscopic

black hole that we obtain will be Planck mass which is

in the order of 1019GeV . Considering all the above-given

parameters, the energy of these primary particles in the

local frame will be in the order of 1026eV . However,

the end results of Hawking emission are not the elemen-

tary particles only released by BHs. Others only exist in

composite states, while some of them are unstable and

decay (hadrons) [76]. After all the decay, only the sta-

ble particle with a very large half-life will be visible to

an asymptotic observer. The energy that we are getting

near JMN-1 is significantly higher than the UHECRs that

we detect on Earth. However, here we have not consid-

ered any other interaction such as coulomb interaction,

Brehmstrahlung radiation (a type of electromagnetic ra-

diation that is emitted when charged particles, such as

electrons, are accelerated or decelerated by a strong elec-

tric field), and many other types of interactions. Fur-

thermore, for an asymptotic observer like on Earth, the

gravitational redshift will also play a significant role in

downscaling the energy. In a physical scenario, these par-

ticles’ interactions and redshift combine will down-scale

the energy scale of particles, which leads us to the pos-

sibility of forming UHECRs. The detailed investigation

of the down-scaling of the energy due to various inter-

actions is left for future work, which will consider the

hadronization of Hawking radiation.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have considered the phenomena of

collision of particles in the vicinity of the JMN-1 naked

singularity. We have also derived a numerical value of

energy of particles after collision corresponding to M0 =

0.5. Our investigation leads to the following conclusion:

• We considered collision of particles with turning

points in this study. For this, we define a range of

metric parameter M0 for which particles turn back

in the vicinity of the singularity. We find turning of

particle is possible within the range 1
2 ≤ M0 ≤ 2

3 .

For the case of M0 >
2
3 , the radius at which particle

turns back is imaginary, which suggests that par-

ticle plunges inside the singularity. For M0 < 1
2 ,

the radius of turning point is outside the boundary

radius Rb.

• We find values of radial distance coordinate at

which particle turns for different values of M0. This

radial distance is r = 4.00M for M0 = 0.50, r =

3.23M for M0 = 0.55, r = 2.43M for M0 = 0.60,

and r = 1.31M for M0 = 0.65. Here, rmin would be

the smallest value of radial distance coordinate at

which particle can turn back. For r < rmin, there

does not exist turning points as particles plunge

inside the singularity. We considered collision of

particles for these values of radial distance. It is im-

portant to note here that, in case of Schwarzschild

black hole, the collisions can be defined for values

of radial distance r > 2M as there is event horizon

at rs = 2M . However in JMN-1 naked singular-

ity case, the collisions can be defined at distances

closer to singularity compared to black hole case.

• From the range of JMN-1 metric parameter 1
2 ≤

M0 ≤ 2
3 and values of radial distance coordinates,

we define corresponding values of angular momen-

tum L of two particles approaching the central high

density region moving along the geodesic. Finally
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we studied collision of two particles between the

range 1
2 ≤ M0 ≤ 2

3 for corresponding values of an-

gular momentum L and radial distance coordinate

r. In Fig. 1(a) the behavior of centre of mass energy

ECM of particles after collision with respect to the

radial distance is shown. It can be seen that centre

of mass energy decreases as the radial distance in-

creases which is because the gravitational influence

of singularity is weak at large distances.

• Another point which should be noted is, in case

of black holes, the presence of event horizon leads

to requirement of comparatively more fine tuning

conditions for the phenomena of particle collision in

the vicinity of the high curvature region. However

in this case, it is easier to theoretically show the

possibility of collision of particles in the vicinity of

the singularity because of absence of horizon.

• We derive the numerical value of centre of mass en-

ergy by considering the mass of colliding particles

as a neutron. The mass of JMN-1 naked singularity

is considered to equivalent to Sgr A. Here, for M0 =

0.5, the boundary radius is Rb = 2.419 × 1010m.

For this, we get the centre of mass energy ECM

of particles after collision in the order of 1028eV ,

which is in Planck scale. According to Hoop con-

jecture, collision at these energy scales will form

a microscopic black hole, whose mass is given by

m = ECM/c
2. The microscopic black hole will de-

cay instantaneously through Hawking radiation.

• The energy of the particles coming out of the

Hawking radiation near JMN-1 naked singularity

will be given by E = ~c3
16πGM . For the given

parameters, the energy of the initial particles

will be 1026eV . However, most of the particles

coming out of the Hawking radiation will decay

either due to a lesser half-life or interaction with

other particles. Moreover, for an asymptotic

observer like on earth, the effect of gravitational

redshift will also play a role. The combination of

interactions among particles and their redshift can

cause a reduction in the energy scale of particles,

which in turn increases the likelihood of producing

UHECRs.

Massive compact objects can act as natural particle ac-

celerators; not only can they accelerate the particles at

an energy that is next to impossible on earth, but also

these accelerators can answer some of the most under-

lying questions about the ultra-high energy phenomena.

For future work, we will deal with the phenomenology

of these particles and how their energy will change with

various interactions and processes.
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